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Part 2: Description

As an idea that we would recognise today, the concept of the human being is a relatively recent one with origins
in eighteenth-century Europe. This module explores the development of this concept and some of the uses to
which it has been put in historical, literary, cultural, artistic, scientific and political domains, exploring the way it
becomes established through what it is defined against (matter, the animal, the machine). In doing so, the module
will introduce some of the major currents of European modernisation and the globalising spread of Western
industrial modernity through the lens of this concept of the human being and related ideas of humanity, human
nature, human rights and so on. Module lectures, seminars and assessments will provide opportunities to uncover
this history of the human, its trials and tribulations. The module will look at this history from the vantage point of
the contemporary context in which many assumptions about the human have been questioned or reformulated in
the light of the digital age, the rise of artificial intelligence and biotechnology, the revival of religious conceptions of
the spiritual, neuroscience, epigenetics, and new models of subjectivity which address our creaturely existence or
situate the human on a continuum with the biosphere. And it will examine the concept of the human as a
contingent entity, defined in terms of dependency, vulnerability, precarity and finite existence.
A variety of resources and approaches will be used in conducting this exploration including artistic and literary
sources, media forms and science fiction film as well as cultural theory, philosophical and scientific texts. Key
questions to be examined revolve around the various ways in which the nature of the human has been
understood as an individual being who exists in relation to a collective, and the various disciplines which have
been used to mediate or manage these relations in the interests of social cohesion, environmental sustainability
and the securing of human futures (from psychology, medicine, social and urban planning, cybernetics,
biotechnology. nanoscience etc). The development of ‘revolutionary’ ideas about universal human rights, the
tensions between the individual as psychological subject and her place in the social world of conventions, norms
and gendered identity, the identification of individuals with a collective ‘identity’ such as the nation, the people,
heterogeneous publics or communities of believers, whether the individual belongs to a species or a culture: all of

these represent aspects of the question of the human as an individual and as a group. The nature of the human
as a being that combines natural and technological characteristics, that is between the animal and the robot, will
also be central to the module’s investigations.
Part 3: Assessment

The first assessment (A1) is a portfolio of written pieces on weekly topics, which develop skills in academic
reading, notetaking, the ability to identify arguments, and to understand the interpretation of evidence from
primary sources, written and visual, and to begin to develop situated research skills. The essay (A2) furthers
these and enables students to learn how to design their own approach to a question, selecting from a range of
further readings and identifying a case study to analyse. This process lessens the opportunity for plagiarism as
each essay is distinctive to the individual student.

Identify final timetabled piece of assessment
(component and element)

Component A2

% weighting between components A and B (Standard modules only)

A:
100%

B:

First Sit
Component A (controlled conditions)
Description of each element

Element weighting
(as % of component)

1. Portfolio of writing exercises (5 x 500 words)

50%
50%

2. Essay (2,500 words)
Component B
Description of each element

Element weighting
(as % of component)

n/a
Resit (further attendance at taught classes is not required)
Component A (controlled conditions)
Description of each element
1. Portfolio of writing exercises (2,500 words)

Element weighting
(as % of component)
50%
50%

2. Essay (2,500 words)
Component B
Description of each element

Element weighting
(as % of component)

n/a
Part 4: Teaching and Learning Methods
Learning Outcomes

On successful completion of this module students will be able to:
Demonstrate an understanding of human being as a concept with a history whose
development has been significant in the cultural, intellectual and political history of Western
modernization and globalization (components A1, A2).
Demonstrate familiarity with one or more of the major themes explored in the module
concerning human being as involving both the individual and the collective dimension of
humanity (components A1, A2).
Analyse and critically evaluate a variety of artistic, cultural and scholarly works related to
the module (components A1, A2).
Conduct research using appropriate library resources (component A2).

Write a properly referenced scholarly essay that evidences critical analysis and
argumentation at an appropriate level (component A2).
Key Information
Sets Information
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Numb er of credits for this module

Contact Hours

Hours to
be
allocated

300

30

Scheduled
Independent Placement
learning and study hours study hours
teaching
study hours
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228

0

Allocated
Hours

300

The table below indicates as a percentage the total assessment of the module which
constitutes a;

Total Assessment

Written Exam: Unseen or open book written exam
Coursework: Written assignment or essay, report, dissertation, portfolio, project or in class
test
Practical Exam: Oral Assessment and/or presentation, practical skills assessment,
practical exam (i.e. an exam determining mastery of a technique)
Total assessment of the module:
Written exam assessment percentage

0%

Coursework assessment percentage

100%

Practical exam assessment percentage

0%
100%
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